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In fact, there is no need for Siennes to introduce it, everyone understands that without reaching the
sixth class realm, the angel wings will not change colour.

Through the picture, it was obvious that the masked man in the late fourth class

was actually the main messenger.

The archangel had understood roughly, it seemed that he had guessed correctly,
that Yalcorn had indeed received a high level authorization to do so, that the angel with the pink
wings he did not know, or that he had no right to know, and at the same time there was some

speculation that the man, could it be the Holy Son of the Holy See?

After all, only a holy son would have the power of an escort of this size, being able
to drive two archangels of the sixth rank at such a realm.

The Angelic Order is a strict hierarchy, divided into Angels, Archangels,
Archangels, followed by Sons, and then Gods of War, with any rank being strictly defined, the
only exception being that Sons are weak in strength but more powerful than Archangels.

But Archangel Cadrien did not know about this, no, escape is probably impossible
to escape must report.



The Archangel's body was entwined with holy light, the six-manifold star lit up,
and he tried his best to gather all his aura into the six-manifold formation: Archangel Kedrane, the
matter was started by the Son, it was for the divine tattoo, the Son should have gotten some divine
tattoos, our squad still has one divine tattoo, but it is uncertain if we can deliver it, we have been
ambushed by the combined War Bears and Crusaders!

Poof!

Holy blood was spurted out by the archangel, and the six-manifold formation

went out.

"Oh, no more sophistry? Admitted it, did you? Hand over the treasure and your

life can be spared!" The Vice Commander of the Crusaders laughed coldly.

The other side's attitude could not have been more obvious, they could see that

the archangel was asking for help through a special method of the Angelic Church to deliver the
message, and they did not stop it.

The more the angel camp did so, the more it showed that they wanted to cover

their tracks.

"What's the waste of words? Tear them apart first and avenge our soldiers!
Treasure or no treasure, catch them, the treasure is not ours yet!" Deske roared, and at his

command, the eighty War Bear soldiers went into a frenzy with a roar and attacked!



Deske, on the other hand, swept into position above the gorge and watched coldly,
Deske had his own calculations, this group of angels had the greatest treasure in their hands too!
Ninety per cent of the escaped Yarkon were killed by the Crusaders, and the treasure was taken for
themselves!

Finish the angels and we'll settle this later!

"Defend the faith, charge!" The Vice-Chancellor pointed out the Cross Holy Sword
and the Crusaders attacked.

The Vice-Chancellor also sensed Dethke's suspicions, but they didn't bother to
argue, besides, everyone wants the treasure!

The Vice Chancellor ordered his troops to attack, and told them to search for the

treasure while they did so, and also told Siennes to quickly contact Dex's using secret magic to

tell the Cardinal what was going on here, as he alone, the Vice Chancellor, could not overpower

Dex.

"Don't hesitate, blow yourself up and give me time to stall!" The archangel rushed
out in a frenzy, and the other angels did not hesitate to execute the trial by blowing themselves up

to buy time for the other female angels.

There were other angels, almost desperate, fleeing for their lives towards different
places!



It was a classic dog-eat-dog scene, and after these angels died, I'm afraid that the

real battle would come!

One by one, the angels blew themselves up, even the fierce war bear? Even the

fierce war bear? The canyon was completely razed to the ground, and a huge crater was smashed
into it.

The angels scattered and fled, and while Dusk remained untouched, the
Vice-Chancellor sat up and ordered the Crusaders to divide and pursue them, they had to be

stopped! If these people had taken the treasure away secretly, what would have happened?

Even if the treasure was there, the crusaders who had intercepted Alcorn would

have got it, and the rest would have been taken by the Angelic Church.

Chapter 2352

As soon as the battle between the three sides began to heat up, the angels, realising that there was
no possibility of escape, also chose to blow themselves up without the slightest hesitation.

It was no joke when an illusionist of the peak fourth to fifth rank blew himself up,
and the chase slowed down considerably on both sides.

But seeing that the angels in the canyon had basically been stopped by the war
bears, the Crusader Vice Commander ordered his men to focus on those angels who were fleeing.



Not long after, a War Bear soldier mysteriously came to the side of Grand

Commander Desker and whispered a few words quietly, while very subtly slipping an object into
Commander Desker's pocket.

This was something that had been found in the ruins after an angel of the fifth rank
had blown himself up. It was surprising that this item had not been placed inside the Thunder

Meteor Space, and with the blood and other filth that had stained it, it really might have been

simply overlooked.

But the war bear soldier had the presence of mind to pick it up and look at it, but
he almost fell to his knees just as he touched it. Luckily, he reacted quickly and pretended to fall

to the ground injured, allowing two soldiers to help him away while he secretly hid the sacred

tattoo and gave it to Dusk again unnoticed.

The deputy commander also took a curious look at the two men over there and,
not finding anything strange, then withdrew his gaze.

Deske didn't know what it was, but it should be important. Deske reached out and
touched it, and was instantly shaken. Deske was also an old fashioned man, and hid it extremely
fast, and instantly took it into the Thunder Meteor space.

God's mark, it was a God's mark!

Damn it, these bastards had found the God Tattoo here, no wonder such a fierce
battle had broken out and these angels would blow themselves up without regard for life or death!



Deske suspected that this was only a very small part of it, there should be many

more divine tattoos, and damn it, I'm afraid the Crusaders had quite a few in their hands too!

The aura fluctuation that emanated from Deske just now made the Vice
Chancellor's gaze once again look at Deske strangely, but before the Cardinal arrived, he didn't
dare to provoke Deske easily, otherwise they wouldn't be able to leave here either.

"? Zero-servant Yi-servant Di Zha-diandi? Do we need to send our war bear

soldiers to help in the pursuit?" Deske decided to leave first, and they even caught one of the

angels and controlled him to keep him from killing himself, after all, there was more information
to interrogate.

"That will not be a problem for Grand Commander Desker." The vice commander

of the Crusaders hastily refused, jokingly, the treasure was most likely in the hands of that fleeing
angel, and asking you to help chase it would be no different from beating a dog with a meat bag.

"In that case, then I will first take this angel back for interrogation, if there are any
results I will inform your Cardinal at the first opportunity to unite against the Angelic Church!"
Deske had already obtained a divine tattoo, and with an angel captive, he believed he would be

able to figure out everything he wanted to know.

The Vice Chancellor's brow was furrowed, something was not right with this War

Bear Chancellor!

Ever since the war bear soldier had whispered to him something had gone wrong!



It dawned on the Vice Chancellor, shit, I'm afraid the other side had gotten what

they wanted, so naturally they were running away!

"Grand Commander Desker, what's the hurry? If we find the treasure on the

fleeing angel, won't the Grand Commander then say that we have stolen it?" The Vice-Chancellor
tried to find a way to stall the other side, as long as he held off until the Cardinal arrived, there
would be no need to panic.

Deske frowned in the same way? In his heart, he sneered, "Bah, didn't you guys
already swallow the treasure for yourselves?

At that moment, Deske received a report from his subordinates that the other side

was using secret methods to contact the main camp, and I'm afraid that the crusader's main camp
had already learned the news and was rushing over.

The Crusaders were not a good bunch of bastards, how could they even want to

take this one divine mark for themselves?Who the hell had given Noxodes the audacity to do that?
He was the only one of the three forces involved in this matter who had reached the level of a
demigod, although the peak of the sixth rank was only one step away from the early seventh rank.
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But at these levels, one step is a big difference, even if it is a small realm.

Dusk couldn't wait!



Although he suspected that the Crusaders had robbed Yarkon of his treasures, and
the Angelic Church was not clean, and probably had many divine marks plundered by the other

side, he now had a real divine mark in his hand, and had to keep it? Aizen picketing the ground

Sizen Yi Yi?!

"White Emperor Holy Sword, Imperial Sword follow me, Ulla!" Deske did not

hesitate in the slightest, a big wave of his hand, Ura, all the war bear soldiers roared one after

another, quickly converging on Deske's side, Deske's aura around him was wildly violent, he was
going to force his way out!

The so-called alliance was as fragile as a piece of white paper, as long as there was
enough profit, fuck allies!

"Grand Commander Desker, what do you mean?" The Vice Commander of the

Crusaders' face was incomparably ugly, he had already confirmed that the other side had gotten

something! Although he didn't know what it was, but what made Desco so nervous was definitely
the greatest treasure!

"Leave it to yourselves to deal with it, we still have business at the War Bear

Divine Hall." After saying that, Desker didn't hesitate and left straight away.

"Damn it, stop them! Charge!" How could the Vice Commander let the other party

leave so easily, he held the Cross Holy Sword and even struck out himself, his aura of the early
sixth rank showing through.

The remaining Crusaders turned into a silver torrent and charged towards the War
Bear camp.



"If you dare to stop them, kill them without pardon! Charge!" Dusk didn't say
anything, his angry bear paw threw a slap at him, and the terrifying force directly threw the

Crusaders' deputy commander out with blood.

The bear went berserk again, his eyes red with blood as he charged out! The Vice
Commander tried to stop him, but he couldn't. He was the highest ranking man here, but he
couldn't even catch one of Dusk's moves.

The deputy commander, with bloodshot eyes, reported to the Cardinal.

He believed in his own judgement that Dusk had definitely got the treasure, and
so had the angel camp!

No more talking, let's do it!

Noxtor ordered a change of direction and a full pursuit of the War Bear camp,
while searching for the Angels.

Keldren, who was halfway here, had received the news with a grim look on his

face, only two of the Angels from that small group were still alive and breathing, but they must

have been captured, after all, even Desker was here, no one was going to get away!

Damn it, the divine mark was lost like that!



Kedrane kept using the angel's secret communication method to try to contact the

Holy Son, with the obvious result that there would be no response at all, as the Holy Son was
originally pretending to be Lin Hao.

The furious Kedrane contacted the Holy Son while ordering a pursuit to start after
where the War Bear was. Whether the Holy Son had the item or not, but one thing Kedrane was
100% sure of was that the one lost divine crest from the Angel camp had been snatched by Dusk.

The three forces fell apart and started hunting each other in the ancestral land of the
dragons, killing and taking treasures, without any scruples.

The Cardinal scolded him for being a hypocrite and a stinker. You're the ones who
got the most good stuff, aren't you? Wait, I'll get you after the war bears!

Keldren was also angry at being scolded so much, and swore to kill every

crusader he saw, no one would ever fucking live!

The three forces were directly played out because of a divine tattoo left behind by

Lin Hao, and originally they had left some face to each other, not completely tearing their faces
apart, even if they fought, they kept it within certain limits.

Now the persuasion is all mad, taking out the other two forces at all costs,
suspecting each other, each suspecting that the other has a treasure on them, and in fact, only the
side of the war bear has the treasure.



Lin Hao left a divine pattern at that time is also a meat pain, but think about going
to the first mountain, that the first mountain of copper is not just move ah, not to mention that
these three forces which is not see rabbits do not scatter the eagle master, do not leave something
powerful point, how they may tear each other's face at it.
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Lin Hao, who was on his way to the first mountain, had no idea that what he had left behind had
not only fulfilled his plan, but had even exceeded it, as if they had a grudge against each other for
killing their fathers and taking their wives.

The man who started it all was having a leisurely picnic under a big tree on a
rocky mountain.

Beer and drinks, roast meat, aubergines, everything you need, not to mention the
abundance of ingredients.

But Ao dog to happy farts, people come to the treasure trove is not to kill to take
the treasure, is to hide around to prevent people kill to take the treasure, but also to prevent the
beast and local wild people, he Lin Hao good, put here to travel to come.

The local natives, when they see the lions and tigers, still dare to come close and
mess with them. The person who can tame the sixth level realm lion and tiger can be a simple

existence?



As for those spirit beasts, Ao Dog will be scared to death if he gives off a hint of
his breath, and as for the three forces, they probably don't have time to look for them right now.

In Lin Hao's words, no one can be aggrieved, but not oneself, right?

Even the lion tiger got a full meal, the first time to eat roast meat, the lion tiger
happy bad, eat full lying on all fours to touch the ground, a face of satisfaction.

Ao Dog leaned against a rock covered with animal skins in a paralyzed position,
rubbed his bulging stomach and cautiously asked, "Lin Hao, next time when I eat, can I show my

real body and eat?"

"You're thinking of fart-eating? Give me a crawl!" Lin Hao scolded in a bad mood,
"How can you show your true body and eat? Why don't you go up to heaven, just your thousand
meter long body, give him all his stock of spirit beast meat to eat probably only just maintain not

hungry state.

"Hey ...... just kidding, why are you still anxious." Ao dog smiled sarcastically,
he just said that, here the spirit beast meat is not lacking, but roast also need time ah.

"Lin Hao, do you think your plan will work?" Ling Yun was a little afraid that Lin
Hao would beat the dog with his meat and waste that one divine tattoo.

"What plan?" Like a curious baby, Ao Dog couldn't help but come up and inquire
curiously as soon as he heard it.



Lin Hao directly pushed the bastard's head away, he was clearly a refined and

elegant gentleman, why was he acting like a curious baby?

Lin Hao still had great confidence in his plan: "Don't worry, it shouldn't be a big
deal, it's not a big problem."

Just then, not far away resounded an earth-shattering battle? Lu Xilu Yi Serving Di

Fei Xi? The battle roared, and there were angry curses.

"You dogs of the Church! Get out of my sight!" The roar of anger rang out one after
another, and the roar of the two sides clashing was incessant.

The angels, not to be outdone, cursed back: "Go away, you dogs, you've been
shamed? What a bunch of bears! Hurry up and hand over the treasures of our Church, or I'll have
you all chopped up and fed to the dogs!"

Lin Hao and Ling Yun glanced at each other, and with a glint in their eyes, they
quickly began to disguise themselves on their faces, transforming themselves into the appearance

of wildlings, and Ling Yun limited her aura to the peak of the fifth grade realm, the two of them
plus the lion tiger quickly ran out to prepare for the hilarity.

Ao Dog, who was already a lively spectator, could not possibly be idle and also

hurriedly followed, and he did not need any disguise at all.



They ran out and found that a few hundred metres away, in the sky, two war bear
soldiers were fighting three angels in a clash, both sides were fighting to the death, just like
enemies, without the slightest hesitation.

The two war bear soldiers were at the early fifth level, while the enemy was a

middle fifth level and two peak fourth level. The war bear soldiers relied on their berserk state to
hold on and seriously wounded one angel, but once their berserk state had passed, the situation
would not be so optimistic.

Lin Hao saw the scene and raised an eyebrow, "Looks like my plan worked, I'm
afraid that thing has fallen into the War Bear camp."

"Shall we go and join in the fun? I've just had enough to eat and I'd like to cool

off." Ao Dog rubbed his hands together with a bit of enthusiasm, none of these guys were any
good anyway, so let's just kill them all.
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Roar!

Suddenly the lion tiger roared a few times in a low voice, then pointed its paws at
a location about a thousand meters away, constantly gesturing to Lin Hao and the others.

Ao Dog seemed to understand part of the explanation, "There's a group of people
hiding in that location, this beast has smelled their scent, I'll go and take a look."



Ao Dog sped off in a stream of light, and in a short time Ao Dog had captured a

silver-clad crusader.

Lin Hao couldn't help but laugh, the Crusaders were a bunch of old cunts, they
liked to sit on the mountain and watch the tigers play sneak attacks, didn't they?

The first time he encountered them, the Crusaders were watching from the

sidelines, and this time they were even more desperate, directly hiding in the sidelines.

"Woola woola, oooh, woola wah...? Zero Lu Serving Lu whisking the ground to

cover?" The silver-clad crusader couldn't see Ao Dog, didn't know what was going on, and
ended up just opening his eyes to see two wild men with terrifying breaths and a lion-tiger whose
breath reached the sixth level realm, and was directly scared and pissed, lying on the ground and
begging for mercy, also using the indigenous half-baked language to beg for mercy.

In fact, Lin Hao didn't understand a word of it.

Lin Hao didn't have the good grace to kick the other party, a fifth level early stage
Illusionary Spirit Master so abashed?

"Speak in human language, don't squeal there, I don't understand."

Ha?



The silver-clad crusader was directly dumbfounded, he was a bit skeptical of life:
"Chinese language? How can a savage speak Chinese!"

The silver-clad crusader understood the Chinese language, but could not speak it,
it was spoken in English, and he was all confused.

The lion tiger next to him seemed to understand what Lin Hao meant and let out a
low roar, revealing his sharp fangs and slowly raising his claws towards the other side, his sharp
claws flashing with a cold light, the meaning couldn't be more obvious. The Crusader was so
frightened that he fell to the ground and begged for mercy, his language all appearing garbled.

After speaking for half a day, Lin Hao didn't understand, but it probably meant

begging for mercy.

"Speak human, what are you people doing hiding there? And the two of them

fighting over Mao?" Lin Hao kicked the unlucky guy again.

The Silverclad Crusader soldier also probably understood that there was probably
someone from China involved in this matter, and he didn't expect to be disguised as a savage.

The soldier dared to hide it and told them everything. The story was simple, it
started from a war in the canyon.

They are here to set up a trap, and when they are almost done fighting, they will
just end it all in one pot, now the three forces simply hate each other all to death.



Next to her, Ling Yun had a shocked look on her face, "No way? They can't be so
stupid, can they? It's so intense that they've gone this far?"

"I go, tell me, how did you play them up? No wonder you're so relaxed and at

ease, I feel like they don't have time to care about you right now." Ao Dog was even more
incomparably curious.

Hearing Ao Dog's voice, the crusader guy turned around and directly fainted,
grass, another big brother.

Lin Hao directly told Lion Tiger to drag that unlucky man away, how to deal with

that was Lion Tiger's business.

Only then did Lin Hao tell Ao Dog his plan, Ao Dog tsked, "Saying Crusader old
cunts, you're the oldest of the old cunts, bad enough, but I like it, gah, why don't we just give
them a reunion while they're almost done fighting?"

"I think that's fine." Ling Yun nodded his head in a hurry.

Lin Hao shrugged, he meant the same thing, although he couldn't figure out what
exactly the Dragons were currently doing by converging them in this treasure trove, but let's clear
out these threats first.



If not, the three of them, plus the Lion Tiger, would only be four, and they were no
match for each other. Ao Dog could not be fully trusted, and once Ao Dog could not be trusted,
the Lion Tiger would not be able to listen to his orders, and might even rebel and pounce on him

because of Ao Dog's words.

Just then, a line of divine light fell in front of Lin Hao and immediately began to

expand rapidly, forming an empty door, from which a familiar figure walked out with his hands

behind his back and a serious expression.
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"Holy sh*t! Immortal Emperor Bei Xuan, you, how were you able to enter my dragon clan's
ancestral land through such a way? It's impossible, without Father's permission, it's absolutely
impossible for someone who is not of my clan to enter." Seeing this person, Ao Dog was all
stunned.

"You're the only one who has a lot to do." Chen Bei Xuan slapped Ao Dog directly

and knocked him unconscious.

The corners of Lin Hao's mouth twitched fiercely, Chen Bei Xuan's original daddy
had come?

After all, if he could slap Ao Dog unconscious without the slightest bit of

resistance, he, Chen Bei Xuan's wisp of a divine thought doppelganger, would never be able to do
that.



After Chen Beixuan had slapped Ao Dog unconscious, he glared at Lin Hao with

an unpleasant expression: "Little bastard, you're really capable of causing trouble, aren't you? It's
only been a short while, but they've all been ruined by you, you're quite good!"

"Nonsense, don't even look at who made the move." Lin Hao didn't speak in a
good mood, he didn't have a good feeling about Chen Bei Xuan, this bad old man was bad as

hell.

"You brat, you're still complacent, do you think my father is complimenting you?
I'm scolding you!" Chen Bei Xuan was furious enough.

"You complimenting me is complimenting me, even if you scolded me, I would
still take it as you complimenting me." Lin Hao disliked back very shamelessly.

Chen Bei Xuan couldn't do anything with Lin Hao.

"To get down to business, you have to join forces with Desco, Desco is the one I
arranged to come in, in the interest of the bigger picture, we have to join forces with War Bear,
and both sides have always been in the state of alliance allies, you kid did a good job this time,
just a little too much, Desco is suffering some heavy losses now." Chen Bei Xuan looked unhappy,
but also patiently explained to Lin Hao.

The Soviets had always seemed to be a rival to Rice, while also being suppressed
by Western Europe, as was the War Bear Pantheon.



In reality, so was China, and the general situation was such that both sides had to
join forces and cooperate against these two forces.

Furthermore, even if the two sides would become rivals, it would certainly be

after the Holy See and the Angel camp had become untenable, but definitely not now.

This is something that Lin Hao knows something about, the international situation,
in terms of China's cooperation with diplomacy, is indeed adhering to this one policy.

And most of the Soviets drew fire for China, and China was able to catch its

breath and rise, thus making it necessary for Rice to carry out a series of measures against China.

Of course, it was an alliance of last resort for its own sake and for the situation

today, which seemed to be a good relationship but was not actually much of a solid one.

"I know what you're thinking, such an alliance is indeed not very solid, but at least
so far, it has to be done to make it work." Chen Bei Xuan seemed to know what was in Lin Hao's
mind, but he also warned Lin Hao that if he broke up the relationship now, this trip to the Dragon
Ancestral Lands would not be that easy for Lin Hao, and going forward, he would still have to use
the War Bear Shrine.

They knew exactly what was on the minds of the Western European Church and
the angels, and it was clear that they were also fighting each other on the River Styx front, and the
situation was far more complicated than the one Lin Hao was facing now.



Lin Hao was in the middle of the situation, and he had to look at the bigger

picture.

"Tell me, what exactly is the reason for letting me into the ancestral land of the

Dragon Clan this time? Also, is this guy not to be trusted?" Lin Hao pointed at Ao Dog, who had
been slapped unconscious on the ground.

"Him? Not very trustworthy, but no matter what, we can't let the Dragons unblock
themselves and gain freedom! Otherwise no one will be able to stop them now!" Chen Bei Xuan
left after he finished speaking.

Before leaving, he also told Lin Hao the purpose of Lin Hao coming in this time,
his purpose was only the three pieces of Copper of the First Mountain, which was what Chen Bei
Xuan and the others had planned long ago.

This was why once Lin Hao made contact, the three pieces of Copper of the First
Mountain transformed into divine patterns, which had actually been prepared for him long ago,
just for his Sword of the Gods.

As for more Bronze of the First Mountain, forget about it, the Bronze of the First
Mountain was likewise the source that imprisoned the dragons in the Dragon Palace that they were
not allowed to leave.

The power of the dragons came from the Copper of the First Mountain, yet they
were also subject to the same constraints.



It can be said that Lin Hao and the others came in? er yi yi yi yi wudi? The

purpose was basically accomplished, to get the three pieces of the Copper of the First Mountain
and then weaken the Silverclad Crusaders, the angels of the Angelic Church, as much as possible.
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Lin Hao was a bit speechless, he was happy to go digging for treasure and pit a wave of enemies
along the way, but now he had to change his plans again after Chen Bei Xuan came out with a

warning.

Snap, there goes the joy!

Lin Hao thought about it and looked at the battle ahead, the two war bear soldiers
could barely carry it anymore, their berserk state had already passed, so they were completely
pinned down and would have to fall before long.

"Let's go, let's get together." Lin Hao shrugged his shoulders and jumped onto the

Lion Tiger's back, riding the Lion Tiger up into the sky, while Ling Yun rose into the air with her
feet on peach petals, stepping in the air with peach blossom supports converging under each step,
like a peach blossom fairy stepping forward on peach blossom petals in the void.

The appearance of the two plus the lion tiger immediately drew the attention of the
three forces, and the Silverclad Crusaders' side also noticed that a person was missing, but they
were here in ambush and could not just go out to look for them, lest they be discovered.



"It's quite lively." Lin Hao saw that because of their arrival, the two sides stopped
at once and looked at them with incomparable scorn, Lin Hao smiled and opened his mouth but

caused the war bear and the angel to all be confused.

This, how come these two savages were speaking as if they were speaking the

Chinese language?

They thought they had disturbed the wildlings by fighting in their territory and
were preparing to retreat, after all, the female wildling looked a bit fierce and her breath was quite
furious.

Lin Hao didn't say anything and flung his hand, "Finish them off."

Roar!

With a roar, the Lion Tiger pounced directly towards the angels, and Spirit Rhyme
also transformed into a sky of peach petals, each one resembling countless sharp blades as it

swept towards those three angels.

The terrifying spiritual pressure of Spirit Rhyme's late sixth rank was
unmistakably revealed, and for a moment, the whole room was shocked, whether it was the War

Bear's side or the hidden Silverclad Crusaders.



"Captain Syns, what do we do now? This, this wildling is too terrifying, isn't it?"
This side was a little far away and did not hear what Lin Hao had just said, so they were all
dumbfounded, such a terrifying wildling?

They had never seen a wildling that exceeded the sixth level realm before, could
it be that all these terrifying big men were living in seclusion in the deep mountains?

Siennes was not locked tight, and he did not know what to do: "Hold your breath,
all of you, and collect your breath, don't let them find out, or no one will get away!"

"Sukaburet! He's really speaking the Chinese language." One of the early fifth

grade War Bear soldiers cursed in a low voice, he heard clearly, Lin Hao was speaking the
Chinese language ah.

The Soviet bordered China, and many people spoke Chinese, so it was still
relatively easy to tell if Lin Hao was speaking Chinese or not.

Lin Hao glanced at the man and smiled, "You're quite familiar with the Chinese
language, aren't you?"

Deskerian smiled embarrassedly, "Fine, fine."

This man was none other than Desker's younger brother.



Deskerian introduced himself, "Hello, my name is Deskerian, I'm Desker's
younger brother, you can just call me Ryan, are you the person sent out by the Qing Yun

Heavenly Palace to assist us?"

Lin Hao couldn't help but cough awkwardly and nodded cheekily to say yes,
embarrassed in his heart, after all, this War Bear's people hadn't given Lin Hao much of a hard
time.

"Great, thanks to you guys for arriving in time, otherwise we would have been

completely screwed, thank you very much." Ryan thanked Lin Hao in a rather broken Chinese

language.

The battle there was basically almost over, although Lion Tiger was wounded, the
other side only had two late fourth class angels, plus the battle with War Bear had already been

wounded, and they were easily taken out by Lion Tiger.

The battle was also simply resolved on Ling Yun's side, with beautiful peach
petals flying in the sky, but only in a flash? The peach petals were so beautiful that they could

have been used in a flash. The other party will be killed, but Ling Yun did not do so, but dragged
on for several minutes.

Because ......

Because Ling Yun was setting up a formation to take out the Silverclad Crusader
hiding in the shadows, piece by piece!



Ryan didn't feel quite right anymore: "That, the messenger from China, what are
you doing? Such a strong person will kill that ambassador in a minute."
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"Shh, listen with your heart." Lin Hao told his opponent not to make a move.

Deskerian: ????

But Ryan really started to listen carefully, but after half a day of listening, it
seemed like there was nothing but the rustling of leaves, and the sound of the wind, with an
occasional roar of a beast coming from time to time.

"Falling flowers unravel!"

Ling Yun suddenly spoke up, and with a swish, a formation formed with peach

blossom petals directly circled the Silverclad Crusaders' position!

"No good, run!" Siennes' face changed dramatically, they had actually been

discovered ahead of time, the other side was actually not even going to spare them!

Siennes was the first to react and scampered away, so did the others, not even
bothering to hide, they scattered and fled, but unfortunately they were still too slow.



"Peach blossom blossoms kill all the flowers!"

The petals of the flowers were like the scythe of death, reaping the lives of the
crusaders in an instant.

"Sukaburet, the old cunts!" It was only at this moment that Ryan suddenly awoke
to the fact that these old cunts of the Crusaders were hiding near them again, waiting to reap the
benefits when they were defeated.

That's a bit too underhanded!

The Angelic Order's fifth-ranked Illusionist was also killed, and only two of the

War Bear's soldiers survived.

Ryan wiped a cold sweat and came over excitedly I this Lin Hao's hand: "It was
too thrilling, it was too thrilling, if it wasn't for you, the Chinese Emissary, even though you
appeared, there is no way we would have left here alive, by the way, beloved Chinese Emissary,
what is your name?"

"My name is Ao Dog."

Lin Hao didn't open his mouth, but Ao Dog suddenly revealed his form and

spoke.



Lin Hao grinned, "You have a strong desire to show off, young man.

Looking at Ao Dog who appeared out of nowhere, Ryan and the other War Bear

soldier almost fainted from fear.

"Lin Hao, what just happened? I didn't provoke Immortal Emperor Bei Xuan

either, how did he knock me unconscious, now my face still hurts." Ao Dog had an indignant face,
leaving a bright red slap mark on his face.

The East Sea Dragon King's own son, hitting him when he said he would, Chen
Bei Xuan was really a ruthless man.

"Because you scolded him."

"I scolded him? Bullshit, I didn't scold at all, alright, a figure like Immortal

Emperor Bei Xuan, I can't even respect him enough, how would I scold him." Ao Dog explained
desperately, he really didn't scold anyone ah.

"You said I go to your grandfather ......"

"Fuck off! What I said was I went to ...... not at all those behind."



Lin Hao spread out his hands, "Maybe, he? Xilu Lu dyed steak serving dyed steak?
automatically thought of the relevant content in the back based on this tone of voice auxiliary of
yours."

Ao Dog wanted to cry, there was no chance that it could really be the case, it was
over, his image in the heart of the Northern Xuan Immortal was completely wooden.

"That, you are Lin Hao? The current Palace Master of the Qing Yun Heavenly

Palace?" Rui An cautiously came over, this was the Palace Master of the Qing Yun Heavenly

Palace! The status was in no way inferior to the War God Palace's Palace Master, not to mention
that it was the Qing Yun Heavenly Palace that had two great masters.

"It's me." Lin Hao didn't think this status was that impressive either, but looking at
Shui An's excited look, it seemed quite bullish?

"There's still a live one here." Ling Yun came sprinting on the peach petals,
carrying Siennes in her hand, carrying him like a chicken.

When Siennes saw Lin Hao and the others, he looked desperate, while glancing at
Lion Tiger, he instantly cursed angrily, "Fark, you, you are the mysterious group of powerful

people from the Angelic Church?"

"No, where are your wings?"



"Be honest." Ling Yun uncharitably threw a head hammer at Siennes' head,
causing Siennes to wail in pain, and blood was still soaring from the bloody hole in his body.

But Siennes didn't even care about that and stared at Lin Hao and the others in

shock and anger, "You bastards, bandits! You're not even from the Angelic Church, you bastards,
you bastards are Chinese, you're responsible for our three forces becoming like this!"

Super Son-in-law Chapter 2359-2360
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"Young man is quite smart, are you interested in following us?" Lin Hao stared at Ciennes with a

smirk, this kid was quite lucky to have survived, it wasn't easy to meet himself twice.

"No way! I could never betray my Allah! I am the most devout believer of Allah,
my flesh and blood is but a shell, come on, kill me and send me to Allah." Siennes swore to death
that he would not obey, he had backbone!

Lin Hao snapped his fingers, and the lion and tiger next to him understood and

took Siennes away with one hand.

In a few moments, Siennes' wails and curses came out of the woods: "Kill me,
you're not silver, you don't do that! Please take me away! I am your most devout believer, O
Siennes!"

Five minutes later ......



The dying Siennes was carried by the lion and tiger, Siennes looked up at Lin Hao
with a desperate expression, "Cauldron, is it too late for me to convert to the Jade Emperor
Buddha? I must be the most devout believer, I will do whatever you tell me to do."

The crowd was speechless, hadn't he just been so hard-headed?

Siennes was now regretting being so hard-headed, alright!

Lin Hao got Ryan to ask for the location of the nearby angels, and then had

Siennes sadly send a message to Cardinal Nocturne: We were chasing the War Bear soldiers and

were about to get the treasure when the Angelic Order ambushed us, killing and taking the

treasure, only I was left alive, here are the coordinates of the Angelic Order, I'm still chasing them,
requesting the Archbishop's support!

Bang!

Siennes had just delivered the message when Ling Yun slapped Siennes on the
head, Siennes' body shook and blood gushed out madly from his mouth.

With a look of despair, Siennes still couldn't escape, but fortunately, the other
party gave himself a painful time.

Only the next moment, Siennes was so comfortable that he shrieked, ? Aisan Lu

Yi Yi steak flicking Yi? Lin Hao injected his life aura into Siennes' body, and Siennes' injuries



quickly recovered, his wounds healed, but his breath did not return to its peak state, it was still
somewhat depressed.

Siennes looked at Lin Hao in confusion, "What do you mean?"

"I just erased your connection with the Crusaders, they basically think you're dead
now, do you understand?"

"Understood, I understand big brother, dare I ask which big brother is Hua Xia?"
Sinese had resigned himself to his fate, live well, why think so much about it.

Lin Hao ignored him and went back to theWar Bear base camp with Ryan and the
others.

It was a hidden underground cave that they had built into a makeshift camp and
made it look decent.

When they saw Ryan returning with two wildlings and a sixth realm spirit beast,
the War Bear soldiers were all curious and came over to ask questions, but they were all driven
away by Ryan.

Lin Hao also noticed a problem, that is, there didn't seem to be many of these

people left, ah, there were only about forty war bear soldiers seen at this base camp, half of them
were in a wounded state, was this all that was left of over a hundred war bear soldiers?



Ryan did not explain, and brought Lin Hao and the others to Dusk's residence, a
tent four or five metres wide and two metres high.

Ryan, however, did not go in. Lin Hao and his men walked in and Deske jerked

his head up, sensing a stranger barging in, and was shocked to see that it was two wildlings and

a lion tiger.

He was able to clearly see through Lin Hao's and their realms; the lion tiger, mid
sixth class realm, the late sixth class realm of Ling Yun, and Lin Hao, the peak of the fourth class,
about to break through to the fifth class realm.

The aura on Deske's body began to gather quickly, the majesty of a superior
being was born, and the spiritual pressure on his body stirred, asking in a fluent indigenous
language, "You are the leader of that tribe, what are you here for?"

Dusk had never seen a sixth level indigenous, and now not only did a late sixth

level indigenous powerhouse appear, but there was a sixth level lion and tiger in tow, so it must be
the leader of some super indigenous tribe.

"We are the chiefs of this and that, that this clan." Lin Hao spoke with a smile, but
in Chinese.

Chapter 2360

Dusk was stunned, Chinese?



Then he snapped to attention and his face went instantly black!

"Suka Bu Liet crouch ...... you sons of bitches! You are Chinese! And you're
pretending to be from the Angelic Church, playing us all for fools, bah, is that funny?" The Dusk
was so angry that he directly lifted the table and cursed.

I've never seen such a despicable and shameless person, you can't play like this!
Even ally Ye Clang!

Then Sienz was thrown in from outside the tent by Ao Dog.

Desker was also confused when he saw Sienz, what did these Chinese want?

"So, Commander Deske, don't be angry, I just found out that we are allies, I
didn't expect this, besides, we didn't hit your men, right?" Lin Hao said cheekily, that's right, he
really didn't beat up the people of the War Bear Shrine didn't he, it's just that they inadvertently,
accidentally got involved in Lin Hao's plan, yes, that's it.

"Bullshit, you are allies you tell me you don't know we are allies?" Deske cursed
in Chinese, furious as hell, his hundred or soWar Bear Shrine elites were now not even fifty strong,
apart from the squad that had gone out to spy, that was all that was left, and half of them were in

a state of being injured and losing their fighting ability.



"This matter is not over until you give an answer!" A powerful aura exploded from

Deske's body, and the whole tent exploded into pieces! The spiritual pressure on his body could

barely be restrained anymore, and it was obvious that the angry Desker wanted to hit someone!
Lin Hao saw the look on Deske's face and decided to convince him with reason, it was useless to
talk too much.

Lin Hao snapped his fingers.

Boom!

The spiritual pressure on Ling Yun's body was completely released without

hesitation, the spiritual pressure of a late sixth rank was no joke, even the lion tiger gave a furious
whistle with great understanding, his body surging with golden light, his body exploding with fur,
showing his teeth and making an attack state.

Deske's face became even darker, here a group of remnants of soldiers, those few
early sixth grade deputy commanders have arranged to go out, he alone really do not have much
certainty to be able to control this one man and one spirit beast.

"What? You want to touch it?" Ao Dog's figure suddenly appeared beside Lin Hao,
and the peak sixth grade spirit pressure on his body was unabashedly released.

All the soldiers of the War Bear Divine Hall were dumbfounded, crap, no? How

did the Grand Commander's brother get three terrifying existences of the sixth rank realm back,
and it looked like he was about to fight the Grand Commander.



The corners of Dusk's mouth twitched hard, but it was these bastards who had
done it, and according to Saints, the sixth-level spiritist hiding nearby was Ao Dog.

Deske had never dreamed that this hidden one was still a sixth-ranked peak realm
Illusionist.

Looking at Deske's wonderful expression, Lin Hao hastily rounded up and spoke

with a smile, "We in China are all about reason, the most important thing is to convince people
with reason, let's not make a scene haha, what are we all doing, we are allies, breath put away."

"Okay." Ao Dog and Ling Yun immediately collected their spiritual pressure, and
Lion and Tiger also collected their breath, but looking at their appearance, if Deske made the
slightest move, they could just pounce on him and beat him up.

The corners of Deske's mouth twitched as he gathered his spiritual pressure, God
damn convincing people with reason, what do you call this convincing people with reason?

Lin Hao had no problem understanding it, the bigger the fist is the reason, isn't
this convincing people with reason?

"What the hell is going on, you explain, this thing, did you throw it in the canyon

on purpose?" Deske brought out the divine tattoo of the Thunder Meteor Space.



Lin Hao nodded, "Yes, but I really didn't expect you guys to be so deeply
involved ah, besides, I didn't know we were allies until shortly before I met your brother, your
brother was saved by me, ask him if you don't believe me, we are considered even."

The first time I saw him, I was afraid they would really get into a fight, after all,
just now the swords were drawn, and he quickly ran out and spoke: "Yes brother, it was really the
Palace Master of Qing Yun Heaven who saved me, at that time you don't know, we were
surrounded by the people of the Angelic Church, and we were about to be killed, and there were

crusaders hiding nearby to shade us, you see, it was this guy who took the lead and gave the

Palace Master a? Chakpak er er love closed yiji? piece to yank back."
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